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Mach ines a.nd mechanisms with movi ng pa rts , s ubj ected to periodic excit a tion , often 
show unex pected dynamic behaviour, and impacts due to their connection clearances 
may occur. The most si mple mathematical model is a one degree-of-freed om 
nonl inear osci ll ator governed by a piecewise linear symmetri c function to describe 
the restoring force. The system 's response, which can be quite ri ch and compl icated , 
is described in deta il. Modern methods for a combined analytical and numerical 
analys is arc used to study local and global bifurcation conditions, coex isting 
solutions and their associated domains of attraction. 

1. Introductio n 

Dy namical systems theory has predom inantly focused on smooth differentiable 
systems. By rely ing on such systems a considerable body of know ledge has been 
developed , and topological methods have given much insight in to the dy namics of the 
overall behaviour. But d iscontinuous dynami cal systems are common in engineering 
and their study has applications in a wide range of technical problems . In particular 
play or backlash is an omnipresent reality in machinery. Because of production 
tolerances, joints of mechanical systems in general are affected by play or connection 
clearances that may enla rge in case of weal'. The resulting undesired motions often 
lead to (a) in creasing stress and strain of parts, (b) reduced machine reliability and 
life, (c) loss of precision and stabil ity and (d) undesirable noise effecting the 
environment, 

Eliminating connection cleara.nces by sophisticated design can , however, be very 
expensive and is sometimes even impossible. Increasing demands on engineering 
systems require , t herefore, improved models and more sophisticated methods for 
selecting system parameters so that undesired motions could be minim ised or 
eliminated. Such models include nonlinear and even non -different iable elements. As 
the most simple Pl'Ototype to analyse the dynam ics of such kind of systems we 
consider a simplc single degrce-of-frcedom mechanical osci llator with a piecew ise 
linear , symmetric rcstoring force subjected to per iod ic excitation caused by an 
unbalanced rotor (figure I ). This can be compared with the asymmetric impact 
oscillator stud ied by Thompson & Stewart (1986, eh . 14, 15) and Shaw & Holmes 
( 1983(1,--c). 

The system is very simple, but it has a very complex bifurcation structure leadi ng 
to irregular , chaotic motions and for certain parameter ranges it may have a varicty 
of coex isting attracting motions (K leczka L99J. ). The equations of motion include six 
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F igure I. Mechan ica l model and piecewise linea l' sym metri c spring characterist ic. 

physica l parameters : mass ,M , play fl.' , coeffi cients of spring C a nd d amper D, 
a mpli t ude A and frequency Q of excitation. Normaliz.at ion leads to the nOI1 -

d imcnsionalizcd eq uations of motion 

x+ 2rlx+ k(x) = (t cos t , (1) 

conta ining only three generalized parameters of spring, da m pel' and am plit ude of 
excitation 

G,=C/MQ' , d ,=! IJ / JI1Q , (t ,= A / K4fQ'. (2) 

The nOl' ma liz;cd piecewise li near funct ion of rcs tOl' ing force is 

{

G(X - 1) if x;;, I. 

k(x) '= 0 if - 1 < x < 1, 

c(x + 1) if x ~ l. 

2. Extended state space 

Methods fol' t he ana lys is of nonli near dy na mic sy stems usua lly rcqu iloc a 
rep r'cscnta,t ion of t he syste m as a set of a utonomous, fi rst -orelol' o rd inary d iffe rent ia l 
eq uations. To app ly t hese methods, t he given single , second -order non-autonomous 
system ( I ) has to be tra nsformed a pp ropria tely. To prescl've t he p ropcrty of nOI1-
erossing trajecto ries the system has to be rew ri tten as an autonomous system by 
introducing t ime as an add it iona l st a te vur'iab le (fi gul'e 2a). [n the case of a per iodic 
t ime dependence, a common way to t ransfer ( I ) to the desired form is to establ is.h an 
ex tended , cy lindrical state space, 

x ~ (x , y = x , 0 = tmod 2rr)E R ' x S ' , S ' = lO, 2rr ), (4) 

where x I'epresent;s the position, y gives t.he velor ity and 0 stands for the circular 
coordi na te and is t.o be interp reted as t he phase angle of excitat ion. T he result ing Kct 
of fi r'st order a utonomous d iffe rentia l equat. ions is given by 

[X] [ y ] b = -2dY- k (~)+acosO . 

The subspaces, where t he piecewise linea r function is not smoot h, 

S .. ={(x, y , O)E li'x Slx= + 1. 0), 

S - ' ={(x, y , O)E /I' x Slx= - 1.0), 

(5) 

(6) 

a re ca lled switching surfaces. Lnte l'scct ing onc of t hese surfaces, the system's 
dy namics changcs non-smoothly from one linea r' behaviour to ano ther . Alt hough the 
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!5ystem is a lmost everywhere linear, the global behaviou r is, of coursc, non li ncar. 
Figurc 2 shows two d iffe ren t I'cprcsentat ions of the extended sta te space including 
t he switching surfaces. 

T here exist no global analyt ica.l solutions in closed form and therefore the system 
has to be integra,ted numerically. I nstead of study ing the continuous t ime system 0 1' 

flow one can obtain considerably more in sight into t he dynam ics by analysing an 
associated d iscrete t ime system or map. This is especia lly t rue for the analys is of 
orbital stabi lity of periodic solutions. 

3. Poincare map 

An essential simplification and I'eduction of the analysis of (5) can be achieved by 
di scretizat ion of t he t ime-continuous description by means of a Poincare surface of 
sect ion. One major prob lem is to set up a proper :Poin care surface of ~ection in state 
space. The re a re two na tural ways to d iscl'etize the flow of the set of ordinary 
diffe rent ial equations for the system under consideration: (i) t he strobosco pic map 
which is obtained by meas uring t he posit ion and t he velocity at a fix ed value of the 
phase angle 0 ; (ii ) one of the switching surfaces wh ich maps t he phase angle and the 
velocity at an intersection onto t he phase angle and t he ve locity of the next 
intersection. 11'01' period ically excited systems it is common to establish a l)oincare 
surface of sect ion r at some a rbit rary but fixed phase angle 00 : 

r ~ {(x , y , O) 10 ~ Oo}· (7) 

In the fo llowing t he surface of section is located at 00 = O. Each trajectory crosses 
rtransversally once per period of excitation. The main advantage of the strobosco pi c 
map or Poincare surface of section r is that it is globally t ransversal to the flow of 
(5). 

On the other hand , if a system is non -smooth on some surface in state space , it may 
be appropriate to watch the syst.em 's state crossing this surface, i.e. to use one of the 
switching surfaces as Poincar'c su rface of section. In the given case, switching 
surfaces a re not globally transversal to the flow: for y > 0 tmjecto ries go to t he r ight. , 
for y < 0 t rajectorics go to the left and for y = 0 trajectories touch the switch ing 
surfaces tangentially , i.e. non -transversally . As Poin care surfaces of section have to 
be transversal, on ly parts of switch ing surfa,ces arc suitable. One set of possible 
Poincare surfaces of sect ion is: 

E' ~ {(x , y ,O)lx ~ + l.O,y < O} (~ E), 

E2~{(x , y , O)lx~ - l.O,y<O}, 

E' ~ {(x,y ,O)lx ~ - l.O,y > OJ. 

E' ~ {(x , y , 0) I x ~ + l.0 , Y > OJ. 

(8) 

Because the system is perfectly symmetri c, a ll of thc four Poincare surfaces of scction 
.[1 .. .. 1 are equivalent. For that rcason only}; = };L needs to be treated without loss of 
generali ty. 

In practice, switching points have to be determined by an itera t ive procedul'C. 
These points ca.n be used as Poincare points without furthcr computational expense. 
This is a minor advantage compared to t he Poincare surface of section r, where the 
system 's state has to be determined passing the phase a ngle 00' The ma in 
d isad vantage of thc Poincal'e su rface of section E is the non-global tnmsversal ity. It 
leads to d iscontinuities of the respective Poincare map and consequent,ly to severe 
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Figure:1 . Coexisting, pairwise point-symmetric solutions. r · poincll l'C points, 0: I·Poincare 
points, t:.: fo r c = 12.0, d = 0. 15, a = 10. 

numerica l and theoretical problems. This remarkable fact has not received very 
mu ch attention in the li teratu re , although often non -global Poinca re surfaces of 
section arc used d isregarding the related problems. Effects of discont inuities due to 
non -global P oincare surfaces of section may be (u) prob lems in interpreting the 
period of an orbi t , (b) problems in calculat ing in variant manifolds and (c) anomalous 
bifurcations, e.g. fi ctit ious bifurcation from a period three (J?3) solution to a solu t ion 
of pcriod foul' (P4). 

The first difficul ty can be demonstrated eas ily by a simple example. }-'or the set of 
parameter values (c = 12.0 , d = 0. 15, a = 10.0) two solutions of period 3 x 21t coex ist 
(figurc 3). 

I n the globally transversal Poin care sect ion r these solutions a rc represented as a 
pa il' of P3 solutions. T his is not the case for the non -globa l P oincare section :E. The 
left solut ion (figure 3a.) wi ll be represented as a P3 solu t ion whereas the corresponding 
right solu t ion (figurc 3b) comes up as a P4 solution. Although both solutions are 
point-sy mmetric to each other with respect to the origin and of period 3 x 21t in the 
cont inuous case, discrctization by means of a P oincare section 1: that is not globally 
transverse, leads to different periodicity and loss of synltl1etry propert ies. The 
discontinuity of the adjoin t Poin care map leading to this problem is made apparent 
by simulation in the ne ighbourhood of t he d iscontinuity. Figure 4 shows trajectories 
starting in the Poinca re surface of section E with fixed y-cooJ'dinate and slightly 
vary ing phase angle O. 

}-' igure 4a gives an overview on the situat ion close to the discontinuity . . Figure 4b 
is a detail of a simula tion immed iate ly before the jump. The loop docs not touch the 
Poin care section. The next simulation , figure 4c, reflects t he cri t ical situation. The 
loop seems to touch the Poincare section and two image points are possjblc, 
depending on whethor the loop crosses the Poincare sect ion or not. Finally, further 
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Figure 4. Trajectories in the neighbourhood of a discontinuity of t he Poincare map PI:. (a) 
Complete trajectory , (b) immediately before t he discontinuity , (c) at the discontinuity, (d) 
immediately after the discontinuity. 

variation of the phase angle makes the situation clear : the loop crosscs t he Poincare 
sect ion producing a ' new ' image point, without continuous connection to the old one. 
The discontinuity occurs in genera l in the case of a Poincare section, that is not 
globally transverse. 

4. Global analysis 

The global analys is of non lincar dynamical systems in gencral requircs l arge~scalc 

numerical in vestigations. Global stability ana lys is with respect to initial cond itions 
leads to the problem of the determination of long-term behaviour, i.e. attractors, and 
the ir domains of attraction. 

The most effic ient approach to such analysis involves discretization of state and 
t ime, the so·called cell mapping method (H su 1981 ; Kreuzer 1987). Analysis of the 
coexistence situation (figure 3) reveals an in tertwining of the respective domains of 
attraction , whi ch is an ind ication that the system is sensitive with respect to small 
changes of initial cond itions in the sense that arbitrarily close starting points 
eventua lly produce large changes in the long-term behav iour (figure 5) . 

lndiv idual trajectories a rc therefore not reprod ucible in the presence of physical or 
numerical noise and the emphasis is placed , rather , on the overall features of 
ensembles of trajector ies. Fixing an initial condition in the finely intertwined regime 
to some lim ited precision may lead to unpredictab le long-term behaviour; it is 
impossible to determine which of the two possible P3 solutions will be approached in 
the long rUIl. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions is a typical property of 
chaotic dynamics. 

A globa l analys is in parameter space can be carried out with a calcu lation of 
Lyapunov exponents and bifurcation diagrams. Lines in bifurcation diagrams 
represent period ic solu tions changing under variation of the control parameter 
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steadi ly or, in case ofbifurcat iol1 , unsteadil y. The correspondin g Lyapullov exponent 
is negative, indicat ing stable , convergent long-term behaviour. Chaotic dynamie~ 
produces non -periodi c sequences of points in the bifurcation diagl'am leading to wide, 
grey-patterned structures. The corresponding largest Lyapunov exponent is positive, 
indicating di vergent, unpredictab le dynamics. The analysis for variation of the 
stiffness !'atio c is shown in figure 6. 

In parameter space, the ['3 solution (Yorke & Li 1075) is just a periodi c window 
within t he chaotic regime. 

4 .1. l1omoclinic struct'w'es and horses/we dynanu:cs 

Chaotic dy nami cs is a phenomenon of systems that obey determinist ic laws, but 
whose behaviour is unpred ictable. But how can thi s happen ? Determinism means : 
identica l initial conditions lead to identi cal resu lts. I.n the classical sense determinism 
is equi valent to pred ictability. But in t he classical sense determini sm has been 
considered only in the slmng sense, meaning nea d y identica.l initial conditions lead 
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to nearly identi cal resu lts. Chaotic dynamics is deterministic, but not strongly 
deterministic. Chaotic systems react sensitively to each variation of initial conditions. 
In the real world initial conditions are never precisely determined and can only be 
fixed within a certain level of uncerta inty. Inherent divergence of chaotic systems 
produces, in time, diverging uncertainty up to a point where the information about 
the state of the system, given at some initial time, has become worthless: knowing 
the initial cond itions , after some time, the actual state has become unpredictable. 
The most illustrative prototype of such behaviour is the Smale horseshoe map. It 
can be shown that Poincare maps generating homoclinic structures are locally topo
logically equivalent to the Smale horseshoe map. H omoclinic stl'u ctures emerge when 
stable and unstable invariant manifolds of fixed points of saddle type intersect 
transversally. In this case, the map under consideration has locally a ll prototypical 
chaotic properties of the horseshoe map: (a) existence of a countable infin ite number 
of periodic orbits of saddle type; (b) existence of an uncountable infinite number of 
non -periodic orbits; (c) existence of a dense orbit ; and (d) sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions. 

Fot' the backlash oscillator under consideration an unsta ble, saddle type, 
symmetric periodic solution plays the decisive role; its stable and unstable in variant 
manifolds intersect, leading to hOlllOclini c structu res with sign ificant influence on the 
dynamics of the system (figure 7). 

Homoclinic structures and horseshoes generate chaotic behaviour, but they do not 
guarantee asymptotic, long-term chaotic motions. The invariant set of the horseshoe 
map is not attractive ; in contrast it is unstable. In general it is not possible to prove 
the ex istence of a chaotic attractor. In the given case (figure 7) a chaotic attractor 
seems to cOlTespond to the unstable invariant manifold containing the chaotic 
horseshoe set. }"'urthermore, in this case the emergence of homociini c points coincides 
with the emergence of a chaotic attractor. As already mentioned this is not true in 
general. As the global topological structure of the system changes qualitatively, the 
system undergoes a global bifurcation. 
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Global bifurcations arc not smooth. Consequently . the resulting changes of the 
dy na mics aro not smooth , and often the system jumps, colla pses 01' explodes: in other 
words its behaviour changes drastically . The different terms used to describe such 
behaviour reflect this: catastrophe, explosion, cri sis, etc. \·Yo now fo clis on cr iSIS 

phenomena, leading to sudden unexpected changes of the chaotic dynam ics. 

4.2. C"isis phenomena 
Looking at t he bifurcation diagram (figurc 6) one realizes that there a re sudden 

disappearances and sudden blow-ups of the chaotic attracior. A magnification of the 
P3 window (fi gure 8) makes t his bchaviour clcarly visible . 

. Following Grcbogi et ai. (1983) , one distinguishes two different classes of cri sis 
phenomena : (a) interior cri ses, producing blow- ups within ihe chaotic range ; (b) 
cxterior cri scs, Icading to sudden disappearances of chaoti c attractol's. 

An exterior cri s is occurs at a parameter value c>::::: 8.4 . The chaotic attraeto r 
vanishes, becausc it collidcs with an unstable periodic solut ion. Simultaneously, t he 
separatrix , dividing t he domains of attract ion of the coex ist ing chaoti c and tho P3 
solu tions, touches the chaoti c attractor and induces l088 1'egion$ within the fonner 
attractor leading to a global loss of attl'activity of the chaotic sct. Figu re 9 shows how 
bas in boundary and unstable periodic points approach the chaotic a ttractor and 
fin a lly destroy it by an exterior cri sis. 

An interior cri s is ean be observed at a parameter va lue of c >::::: 9. t 7. At thi s poin t 
the throe piece chaotic attractor suddenly blows up f'csulting in a one pi ece chaoti c 
a ttl'actor. This is not on ly an enl a rgement of the chaotic dynamics , but a lso a 
qualitative cha nge; the interior cri sis marks t he end of the realm of period three. The 
final stage of chaot ically disturbed P3 behaviou r, reflected by a three piece chaoti e 
attractor ;s definitely te rminatcd (figurc 10). 
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It is an in terest ing resul t t ha.t both the establishment and term in at ion of t he 
per iod th ree in termezzo is triggered by the same unstable P3 solu t ion (Kleczka et al. 
1990 a). 

5. Local stability analysis 

The basic foundat ion of the loca l stabi li ty ana lys is of nonlinear dy nam ica l systems 
wit h respect to a vector of cont rol pa rameters /1 is t he classical bifu rcation theory . 
T he bifurcation theory applies to continuous systems given as a set of ordinary, 
autonomous differentia l equations 

x = j{x ,!, ) (9) 

a nd to discrete systems given as a map 

X ' + l = P(x ,, !, ). (10 ) 

The prescri bed steps of t he analysis include ('froger & Steindl 1991) t he following. 
1. Deter mination of t he bifurcation parameter value ,u*, where t he stabili t y of the 

solu t ion is crit ica l (i.e. not determi ned by linear ana lysis). 
2. Red uction to the bifurcation system by elimination of non-cr it ica l state 

variables. 
3. Transfor mation to normal form and identificat ion of resonance terms govern ing 

the system 's dynamics. 
4. Sensitiv ity ana lysis with respect to imperfections through a universa l unfold ing . 
5. Invest igat ion of robust ness with respect to la rge sca le parameter var iations. 
I n the cont inuous case, st abili ty propert ies of sta t ionary solu t ions X = 0 can be 

determined . The same proced ure can not be applied directly to pedodi c solu t ions of 
di fferentia l equa t ions. In terms of a Poi nca re map, t he problem of study ing the 
sta bili ty of a periodic solution is reduced to t he problem of sta bi lity of a fixed poin t 
of t he map as was ment ioned above. But bifu rcat ion analys is of maps reUes on 
explicitly given mapping equations including symboli c cont rol parameters. Un
for tunately, t here exist no general methods applicable to arbitrary differe nt ia l 
equations for construct ing the associated P oincare map ana ly t ica lly. It will be shown 
how to overcome t his d iffi culty by using a computer a ided sym boli c---numeric 
procedure generating a para metr ized power ser ies approximation of t he P oincare 
map. 

T he classica l bifurcat ion analys is as outlined above can be buil t upon th is 
approx imation. The Tay lor ser ies approx ima t ion turns out to be a stable fo undation, 
allowi ng a general bi furcation ana lysis of oscillatory engineering systems, such as the 
backlash oscilla tor. 
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5. 1. Local 'Paylor appro:rimalion of the Poincare map 

The Poincare map can be determined only by numerical integration of the 
underly ing continuous system. A local approximation of the Poincare map in t he 
neighbourhood of a fi xed point ca.n be developed starting from a periodic reference 
solu t ion , figure t 1. 

If initial cond it ions in the Poin ca,rc section are described by a vector ~ , the 
reference solut ion of period T fulfi ls 

x (t = O , ~ = 0) = x (T ,O) = x* , ( 11 ) 

and for the respect ive Poincare map we have 

P(~ = 0) = 0, ( (2 ) 

A local approximation of the Poincare map, G(~ ), can be given as Tay lor series 
expansIOn 

G(e) = p'~ + w'{e , ~}+w"{~ , e , e}" , + l /k! p("{e , ,, , ~}, 

where {e, ... , ~} denotes the outer produ ct, If x(t , e) describes the solu t ion of 

x = j(x), x(t = 0) = x*+~ , 

the Poincare map is defined by 

P(~ ) = x (T, e) - x* , 

The unknown jacobian P' can be expressed as 

P' = P'(T, 0) = ax(7', e)1 = ax (t , e) I ' 
ill; ,-0 ae t - T ,-0 

The connect ion to the system 's dilferential equation 

x = j(x) 
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Table 1. NumlJe1' of differential equations 

p n= 2 n=3 n=4 n= 5 n= 6 n= 7 n=8 

2 14 39 84 155 258 399 584 
3 30 120 340 780 1554 2800 4650 
4 62 363 1364 3905 9330 19 607 37448 

is made by difierentiation with respect to ~ : 

-,,-(ax( t, ~ )) = a.f1x(t , ~)) = a.f1x)(ax (t, ~)). (JS) 
dt a~ a~ ax a~ 

For an n-dimensiona l dynamical system this is a system of n x n first-order 
differentia l equat ions. \-\l ith the initia l conditions 

- [' P'(t = O , ~ = 0) = ax (t = aO: ' = 0) = 
, ° ( 19) 

numerical integration up to t = '1' leads to 

P' = P'(t = 1', ~ = 0) = (axla~ ) (t = T, ~ ). (20) 

Further derivatives of the system's differentia l equation (17) supply ord inary 
differentia l equations for P", P"', .... 

A more compact formu lation to derive t he equations for the sought-after terms is 
given in index notation . If we define 

first-order terms are 
• . ( = a./a~" • .• = a. /ax" 

X'.f = l,,f-
Application of the chain rule y ields 

xl.f=fi.axa.r 

(21) 

(22) 

For second -order terms, equation (22) has to be diffe rent iated again with respect 

to ; i' 

= ft. ali Xli. k Xa,f+ fi, aXa.fk· 

The next steps can be done equivalently. For t hird-order terms, the result is 

xt,fH = fi, alic xc, iXIi,k Xa.f+ fi. ali Xli, kiXa.f+ ft, ali Xli . k Xa.fi 

+ ft. ali Xli. iXa. ff: + fl. a Xa . !f:[' 

The on ly non-van ishing initia l condi t ions are 

xt.f(t = 0) = 0". 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

An important point is that t his systematic index formulation can be fu lly 
automated using computer algebra. A MA PLE-program (H aack 1990) generates the 
complete set of differentia l equat ions ( 17), (22), (23), (24) up to an approxim ation 
order of p = 3 for systems of arbitrary dimension n. Table 1 gives t he corre lation 
between approx imation order p, system 's dimension n and the number of coupled 
differentia l equations to be derived and solved. 
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An approximation of the Poincare map is not very useful i f the influence of 
parameters cannot be studied. Therefore, parameters have to be incl uded in a 
sy mbol ic way. Th is is possible by a simple extension of t he state space. The control 
parameters #, unde r variation can be inte rpreted as state var iables 

x = j (x ,I' ), Ii = O. (26) 

Now bifurcations with respect to parameter flu ctuations can be stud ied generat ing a 
local Tay lor series approximation of the Poincare map of the ex tended system (26). 
More details are given in K leczka et al. (1990b). 

It is possible to apply the outl ined p rocedu re to the g iven piet.:ew ilSe li neal" 
oscillator without considering the specia l structure of the restoring force (3). But t he 
result is wrong. Only the lineal' part or the local approx imation is correct. Higher 
order terms with respect to state variables van ish, as the system behaves li ke a 
linear , time-variant system. The piecewise linear system changes at switch ing points, 
defined by the per iod ic reference trajectory. The nonlinearity of the system consists 
of the state dependence of the switching points. The var iation of switching points 
with respect to var iations of the solu t ion are not taken into account. The on ly way 
to cover the nonl inear behaviour within the presented scheme is to approx imate the 
piecew ise linear system by a closed form nonlinear system . Defining a function 

h(x; x o, cs) = 1 + 1 In arctan [c6 (x-xu)], 

t he piecewise linear system (4) can be approx imated by 

:i; 

if -
c 
d 

lJ 
- 2dy -c (x, - I ) (i+ I / rrarctan [c, (x , - I )1) 

-c(x, + I ) (t+ I / rr arctan [c, (-x , - I )]) + a cos t 
o 
o 

(27) 

(28) 

Driving C6 ~ 00 , the closed form nonl inear system asy mptotically approaches the 
piecewise lineal' system and the coefficients describing the approximation asymp
totically approach the coefficients of t he correct, non linear approximation of the 
piecewise linear system. 

5.2. Bifurcation analysis 

H aving gained a propel' non linear approx imation of the piecewise linear system, 
the bifu rcat ion analys is is standard. 1n particular for such a simple , low-d imensional 
system only a few types of bifurca t ions a re possible: bifurcations, where one real 
eigenvalue of t he linear ized system crosses t he un it circle. H opf bifurcations and 
higher order degenerate cases are impossible and normal form transformat ion is not 
necessary. After t he critical parameter has been determ ined by an iterative 
proced ure , the critical system has to be reduced to the bifurcation system, which is 
in this special case a scalar d ifference equation, describing the dy nam ics on the centre 
man ifo ld. This equation encloses a ll re levant information about the type of stabi lity 
in the cr it ical case. 

The method used to reduce t he system is t he centre manifold form a lism. The 
centre man ifold formal ism relies on power series expansions of the given equa,t ion 
and generates a power ser ies expansion of t he bifurcat ion system. It is important to 
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note that the procedure can be automated completely ; again tak ing advantage of 
computer algebra systems (Rand & Armbruster 1987 ; K leczka H}89). l?o l' thc 
analysis of the pitch fork bifurcation (c ~ 4.485) the procedu re del ivers an equation 
incl uding terms up to order three 

X-'= _ I = X.4..- 0.02 ~. (29) 

T he coefficient of the li neal' term is equal to plus one , the coeffi cient of the quad rat ic 
term van ishcs and the coeffi cient of the cubic te rm is negative ; the criti cal system is 
stable and cq uation (29) represents a stable pitch fork bifurcation. Beyond the 
hifnl'~}l.tion point the pl"fwions stahle point symmetri c PI ~o l ution becomes unstable 
and two stable pairwise point symmetri c P I solutions emerge . 

. Further increase of t he spr'ing pa rameter value leads to a per iod dou bling flip 
bifurcation. The correspond ing bifurcat ion sY8tcm for (c ~ 7.23) is 

(30) 

where the coeffi cient a'l = - I indicates a lternating behaviour that is typical fo r fli p 
bifurcations. The original solu t ion becomes unstable and no othe r stable P l solution 
appears. Instead , a solu tion of double period is generated . The stabili ty of the double 
mapplllg 

X.t+2 = x.4.' - 0.087 x~, (3 1 ) 

is guaranteed by the negative coeffi cient of the cubic terlll. Consequently , the single 
mapping (30) undergoes a supercr itical flip bifurcation pl'od ucing a stable solu t ion of 
double periodicity. 

6. Conclusions 

A period ically forced one degree-of-frcedom oscillator wit h piecewise lineal' 
sy mmetri c restoring force has been studied. In contrast to the analysis of lineal' 
systems the analys is of nonl inear systems co mprises local and global properties. 
Whereas a simple local stability analys is, i.e. so lution of a lineal' eigenvalue prob lem, 
suffices to dete rmine the global behaviou r of li neal' systems, non li neal' systems 
require a careful local analysis pl us addi t ional globa l investigations. Th is tas k is 
significantly more difficul t t han a lineal' ana lysis. The related l)I'oblems a re by no 
means solved. To study oscillatory behav iour and bifurcation structures the 
continuous system has been disc retizod by P oincare maps. The interpretation of 
per iod ic orbits of the map depends on the choi ce of the su rface of sect ion. The global 
analys is req uires in genera l large scale numerical simulations, c.g. the determ ination 
of asymptotic solut ions and their doma ins of attraction and the verification of 
homoclinic structures. The local stabili ty ana lysis is based u pon an approximation of 
the Poineal-c map includ ing system parameters in a sy mbolic way. A way to master 
local and global stability analysis in geneml is visible, The way is a computer a ided 
nume ri c- sym bolic approach. H igh -performance n umerical computers (such as vectOI' 
and para llel processors on the one side and analy t ical machines carry ing out symbolic 
formalisms by means of computer a lgebra on the other) provide powerfu l bas ic 
methods to overcome prob lems of non lineal' dy namics in a systematic, stra ight
forward manner. The fu ndamental steps have been outli ned in this paper for a sim ple 
example. 1n pl'in ciple, t his procedu re is app li cable to more complex engineer ing 
systems; includ ing, fo r example, those found in geal' boxes (Pfeiffe r 1992 ; \-Voidner 
& Lechner 1990). 
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